SILVER WINGS 1:32
ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH SISKIN IIIA
BUILD REVIEW BY GEOFF COUGHLIN

Kit Ref: 32-010
Material: resin
Period: 1923-1932
Marking options: 2 (RAF)
Number of parts: 152 x resin, 44 x photo etch, 3 x film
Length & wingspan: 241 x 315 (mm)
Additional features: main elements iron reinforced

The subject of this build – J-8950 No. 29 Squadron Royal Air Force, Duxford, 1929

Our sincere thanks to Silver Wings for supplying our review sample. Get this excellent kit here now at:
www.silverwings.pl.

Here Now in box review...
Don’t forget that there’s a full in-box review with multiple images of the whole package and SMN assessment in the
Here Now review.

Let’s get straight into this project – some initial thoughts to guide you...
This is as you can see a resin multi-media kit with mostly resin parts for all the main components and then Photo Etched
brass for some of the detail parts and a small printed sheet of acetate that has the instrument dials on it. This means
that you are pretty much going to be using cyano (‘superglue’) for just about all the construction save for one or two
places where I’ll use white Gaitor Glue (or white PVA / wood glue).

Planning ahead...

So you have this kit or want it (and why not, it’s an impressive package)? Well, my main advice as I put words down after
completing the first stage up to closing the fuselage and gluing that up is – take your time! Take a careful look at the
instructions and some again to get clear in your head a sequence that is logical and takes account of what you plan to do
not only now and the area you’re working on but also ahead in the process. You’ll see what I mean as we go but the
instructions are really only helpful in illustrating how the sub-assemblies go together and if you’re not careful you can
miss detail or find it hard or impossible to add this later.

Small examples and tips are:




Finding the parts – this may sound odd, but all the smaller parts are supplied in several poly bags and this is
great but, sadly, there is no parts plan where all the individual parts are numbered or can be identified. Also,
there’s not a huge amount of logic to which part can be found in which bag so you’ll need to hunt for them. So
far I have found everything (eventually) that I have needed and they are well moulded, it’s just that a lot of time
is lost searching and I do think this is something the manufacturer can think about
The gun barrels - My advice is to leave these off and add them much later once all the fuselage cleaning up and
main assembly is finished as the chances of getting them to sit exactly right first time is unlikely and they can be
added through the large holes in the forward upper cowl. The guns are shown here assembled and look quite
good






Cockpit – (what look like) cartridge ejector chutes and instrument boxes on side walls only shown being fitted on
Page 6 after the fuselage is closed on Page 5 – small but significant things like that can catch you out so read well
ahead and plan what you want to add and when
Small details – I wouldn’t add many (or any) of these until much later in your build to avoid them being
damaged or broken off
Main painting – suggest assembling the wings and fuselage and paint separately before assembly. Many of your
experienced bi-plane modellers will know this and much more but I want to give a steer to anyone who wants to
build this kit who isn’t so sure.

Let’s make a start... oil cooler

So, let’s make a start and that oil cooler looks very nice, some fine etched brass and separators for each vane and they
slip over two small resin parts (start searching!). All goes together well and the finished assembly is sprayed dark grey
and dry-brushed with Citadel Colour Chainmail.

So far so good – now to tackle the cockpit structure

You need to be very careful with removing the parts from their mould blocks but the gates are nice and thin pretty much
across the whole kit so far and that’s great – easily being removed with a sharp scalpel. The minimal flash is very easily
removed with a quick swipe from the edge of a scalpel blade. Usefully the instructions guide you with a clear indication
of how long each of the resin rods supplied needs to be. Once removed from the casting blocks (cut generously to allow
fine adjustment down) the parts were prepared and then carefully attached to create the main ‘cage’. The fit is good
and although there was slight warpage on the one-piece side frames this has no effect on your final assembly or look of
the cockpit when fitted so don’t worry or try to correct it. I used cyano throughout the assembly process and activator
(‘kicker’) to set the cyano immediately once I was sure it was lined up. Handle with care and you will be fine.

Cockpit painting...

Quite quickly the main cage is complete and you can add some of the accessories. The main cage is sprayed dark grey
(NATO Black).
Tip... once the fuselage halves are closed you won’t see anything forward of the instrument panel – fact, so your call on
what you want to add at this stage. You can see the large cylinder tanks fitted and painted because I wasn’t sure how
much was going to be visible but, in truth I probably wouldn’t have bothered adding the tanks had I realised this (ok, I
can hear the collective intake of breath from some of you, but I do generally adhere to the: “if it can’t be seen, why add
it” school of practice”).

Instrument panel...
Again, I hadn’t realised just how far forward the main instrument panel sits and it’s very dark in there! So... I applied the
approach I used in my Fisher Hawker Hunter T.Mk.7 resin conversion. There, as here I sprayed the main panel NATO
Black and when dry gently sanded the surface with a firm flat nail buffer as you can see here. This has the effect of
revealing the instrument bezels and I think looks pretty good (albeit probably not wholly accurate). Also when fitted the
instrument panel is just visible if you peer inside the cockpit and at least looks good.

Fuselage dry-fit...
It’s surprising how quickly the project has gone once I have got into it and enjoyable too. Let’s see how the partcompleted tub fits? Very well in fact and no snags looming when the fuselage is closed – great stuff!

Finished cockpit assembly...
Here are some close ups so you can see how I’ve done? The side bracing lines between the frame ‘squares’ are just fuse
wire cut to length and attached with cyano. Theses should extend further forward and aft of where I have added them
but, as I’ve said, what’s the point when they can’t be seen?

Interior...

It’s clear that the interior is quite dark and so I’ve used a lighter interior colour – Sky rather than RAF Interior Green.
Having used Tamiya acrylics here I mixed an oil wash using Burnt Umber and carefully added this along the frame lines
moulded into the fuselage sides. The whole completed cockpit is added to the right fuselage half and the forward engine
fire wall added along with the armour plating / bulkhead behind the pilot’s seat (attached to the fuselage rather than
the seat as there would be a slight gap if added to the cockpit frame as indicated in the instructions.

Glue and tape up the fuselage...
Cyano again used here and it’s set aside to dry. I have added some extra along the join lines that I’ll sand back later.
There is etched brass stitching to go along the joins but I don’t want to take any risk in a join showing. Notice in this pic
how very little will be visible from the outside – a shame as there’s a lot of detail in there, but some like the throttle
wires can just be seen from some views. And that’s it for this first instalment!

More on the fuselage...

The fuselage halves aren’t a perfect match, nearly, but not quite with one side slightly proud on the underside – I
wanted the best fit along the more visible upper fuselage join for obvious reasons. The cyano sanded back fine but I
encountered some air bubbles in the resin that kept reappearing after sanding. So inevitably cleaning up the fuselage
joins takes longer than expected, finishing off the prep with some Mr Surfacer 1000 grade liquid filler. This sanded easily
when dry leaving a nice smooth finish onto which those PE stitching sections are going to go – more of that later.

Scribing...

A limited amount of re-scribing is needed to replace some of the moulded detail but as you’d expect on an aircraft of
this type they didn’t have a lot of visible detail. You can see me using thick sticky Dymo label tape as a bendy rule to
prevent my Olfa P-Cutter slipping.

Tailplane and rudder prep...

These parts need little cleaning up – just some sanding and buffing around the edges of the parts. I drilled small holes to
accept the resin control wire mountings, securing with cyano and set aside to dry.

The engine marathon begins...

I’ve got to be honest, there’s nothing more I love than to (occasionally) spend loads of time getting the detail onto an
area of a model that is visible and worth all that effort. In the case of the Siskin, it has to be that AS Jaguar III engine. The
parts supplied are well moulded and probably the best part of the package and the instructions hint at additional detail
like the spark plug wires and other metal work on the forward underside that will complete the job. These latter items
you’ll need to fabricate from your spares box but easily done and at no expense. The push rods are supplied but not
shown in my pic. The instructions are infuriating in my opinion – oh how much better it would be with just a few more
scratch drawings – better still a couple of decent images of the real thing to help the builder. I eventually found these
two references that will help not only with the engine, but the whole build:
http://s362974870.onlinehome.us/forums/air/index.php?showtopic=113564 – engine
http://smg.photobucket.com/albums/1003/lasermonkey/Siskin%20Stuff/ - several areas

Engine assembly starts...

The cylinder pins are slightly too long for the crankcase and need to be trimmed to sit properly – again the instructions
looked like they might sit proud but I dismissed that after trawling through the references I found. Once you’ve decided
where the parts go and have a plan it’s time to get gluing! Initial construction is swift and soon you’ll have the basics of a
nice Jaguar engine. I test-fitted the crankcase first to make sure it would sit well and it does – very well.

You need a plan...
You definitely need one of these and I decided to build the engine in manageable sections, painting as I go to avoid
unnecessary risk of damage, especially to the small parts like the spark plug wires to come later.

Engine painting...

The engine seems to be a dark metallic grey colour and so I chose Alclad2 Magnesium for the base colour. It’s a great
dark metallic that just sprayed straight onto the resin without priming. You should normally use a primer but I chanced it
and it worked beautifully as you can see, giving a lovely rich metallic lustre to the base finish. Note the large metal
‘bulldog’ clip that acts as a great handhold throughout the engine painting and detailing stages.

Engine weathering...

You can see here that I have used 4 products for the engine painting and weathering. The Alclad2 Magnesium for the
base colour; Citadel Colour Armour Wash; Citadel Colour Chainmail (dry-brushing) and Citadel Ink Rust for selective
application to tiny recesses.

Push rods - Order! Order!
What I mean is... the above references will really help you get these in the correct location. A picture tells a thousand
words so I won’t confuse you by trying to explain the order I assembled the rods in as you can see perfectly well. One
round and paint, one round and paint – that way you can always get to each rod to paint it – painstaking but quite
efficient and it works well. The rods for the front are painted Citadel Colour Bolt Gun Metal.

The push rods from the back row of cylinders is painted NATO Black to add a bit of depth to the engine.

The rear of the engine has piping sections that need to painted silver and I used Chainmail for this. It took quite a while
to work exactly how each part should be located but you get there in the end – as I say, a few pics would have been so
helpful!

Finishing off the engine...

The main task remaining in terms of detailing the engine is to add the pairs of spark plugs to the top of each cylinder as
per the instructions. Basically I made mine from fine fuse wire making one as a template to start, rolling it flat and
cutting all the rest needed for the task. Then it’s a bit painstaking but you just need to replicate the one you are using as
a template for all the rest. You’ll get there eventually but when they are added, the engine looks great.

Lastly just three sections of metal tubing need to be added to the front lower section of the crankcase and you can see
these in the pics of my completed engine.

Exhaust collectors...
These need careful trimming and slight bending to fit into the backs of their respective cylinders. I’ve decided to leave
them off for now and get on with the remainder of construction – the plan being to return to the engine and mounting
this when I think I need to – it’s all getting a bit delicate! Tamiya XF-10 Flat Brown is a good base for the rusty colour,
followed by some light dusting with pencil graphite to give that slightly metallic look. These, along with the long
separate exhaust pipes are also set aside; they will need to be attached to the collectors and require locating holes
drilling into the fuselage sides and I’ll need to remember to do that.

This’ll have you in stitches!
You may have noticed in Julian’s great build of his SW Hawker Hart that the noticeable fuselage fabric stitching
is provided as delicate lengths of PE (photo etched brass) and the same method is included here. It remains to
be seen how effective my efforts are when we see the final paint finish but I have to say the jury’s out for me
on this. Wingnut Wings for example mould this detail into their plastic and I have to say that would be my
preference any day, making this a separate process, I guess in an attempt to provide higher levels of
refinement is the reason for the SW approach but for me, having just spent 3 hours carefully cutting,
measuring and attaching all the small lengths it caused me more stress than pleasure. Still...this is how I
approached the task.

You can see in this image the PE fret and delicate lengths of stitching. The instructions are clear though and it
is mainly just a case of being very patient; cutting and attaching each length as you go. As ever you need a plan
– I found this important to help with handling, trying to make sure I left as much area free for handling along
the way. It soon becomes obvious that you need to make absolutely sure that you add cyano along the whole
length to ensure the stitching stays in place along its whole length. Early on in the process just basic handling
caused a couple of areas to distort and getting the stitching back into shape and reattached is a nightmare –
be warned!

Here’s a quick guide to my approach...
1. Use a new scalpel blade to cut the stitching from the etched fret. Cutting onto a firm cutting mat will
avoid the length ending up misshapen. Remove a length
2. Offering up the lengths to their intended locations will show you that SW has erred on the side of
caution and made most sections slightly long. This is useful as I used the extra to hold the length with
tweezers while applying the cyano
3. I found it better and easier to apply the cyano to the PE, rather than the model and applying the glue
by rolling a cocktail stick (with the cyano on it) lightly along the length of one side of the stitching
4. Gently locate the length in position on the model, using the back of the tweezers to gently press down
and secure.

Here you can see a couple of images showing the PE stitching progressively going on and, eventually it’s done.

Tailplanes and lower wings...
Having applied all that stitching the danger now of course is that you can easily pull it off if you’re not very
careful. The risk is reduced if you used thin cyano to join the PE but I also wanted to check that all the prep
work had been good and so it’s out with the primer.
The original intention was to use Alclad grey primer but that had just run out so it is out with the Tamiya
medium grey acrylic paint and on that went, but only after I had added a few more parts to the fuselage so
that at least the model is beginning to look like the real thing! Not sure if it does yet, but it soon will as this
project takes centre stage on my workbench until it’s completed.

The tailplane does seem to sit at an odd angle and it seems equally odd that the fin leading edge doesn’t come
down to join the fuselage top at the front edge. I guess that there was some reason for this in the design of
the type but it’s a bit disconcerting when you make the model. There are three small holes on the top of the
rear fuselage into which the tailplane locates and during the build to date one of the small resin locating pins
had dropped off and the holes didn’t seem to be quite big enough.

Out with Albion Alloy brass rod...

I fabricated two simple replacement pins for the forward two moulded resin items and by cutting small
lengths of brass rod the tailplane is secured in place with cyano. It’s much more rigid now and I feel that it
should be able to withstand the handling to come. The rudder too can be added at this stage and as you can
probably see it’s set slightly deflected to create a bit more interest on the finished model.

Two small actuator arms are located and need to be added either side of the fuselage just under the tailplane
leading edge and later short lengths of fuse wire will need to run from these to the elevators. For the life of
me I couldn’t find the small resin parts that should form these in the kit box so I simply made two small round
pegs from plastic rod and fabricated roughly triangular shaped faces to sit on top of these; again securing with
cyano.

Lower wings...

An improvement over earlier releases like the Hart that Julian built is that Silver Wings have added metal
strengthening rods to the insides of the wings and undercarriage struts. This is an excellent development as it
vastly strengthens the joins and subsequent rigidity of the model. The metal comes perilously close to the
resin surface but on my parts it had only just broken through to the surface but didn’t seem to affect the
surface contour so should be fine to use. I’ll prime them soon to make sure but for now the lower wing
sections are cleaned up and the three locating pins on each lower wing join lined up for a test fit. The centre
hole on each side designed to take the metal rod sections isn’t located in quite the right location, it needs to
be opened up slightly so that the pins slide home into their correct position. This is a small task easily
completed using a drill bit in a hand-help pin vice drill. The fit is excellent now and cyano secures the two
lower wing sections. Take care to align the wings to the fuselage so that the wing tips sit 6.5mm above the
horizontal as per the instructions.

Add your primer...

After minimal cleaning up of the wing joins the Tamiya Medium Grey is sprayed on and when dry buffed gently
with a sanding sponge to smooth the surface ready for the next stage of assembly – the rigging locations,
turnbuckles, struts and all that. I want all that stuff to be ready to go before I attach the main wing and cabane
struts and of course the upper wing itself.
Buffing is also good because it creates slight lowlights and highlights to the surface, a texture although subtle
that will affect the final reflective qualities of the finished ‘silver’ finish – we’ll come back to this later.

Lower wing preparation...
This part of the process shouldn’t in fact take you too long but there’s some musing over the instructions and
any references that you can lay your hands on to try to locate exactly where each rigging line will be anchored.
More of this in a moment but first locating the main wing struts.

You can see from this image that the main wing struts are angled outwards and upwards towards the upper
wing tip. The location point on the lower wing is marked and that’s a great help. I drilled the location hole for
the copper rod that emerges from the bottom of the twin-strut assembly so that it is seated firmly on the top
of the lower wing. A few test fittings and the assembly is set aside to be attached later. What I want to avoid is
any main fettling and messing around trying to get a good fit later when attaching the sprayed, decaled (and
largely) weathered upper wing section.

Drilling out the rigging location holes...

Again a small 0.3mm drill bit used in my pin vice drill was used in much the same way as above – drilling in at
an appropriate angle so that when I insert the turnbuckle later it will run out in line with the rigging wire. You
can see in the attached image (I hope!) the largest of the three holes angled as indicated above. The smaller
holes are for the rigging wire turnbuckles.

Prepping the upper wing...

The upper wing comes in two halves and is pretty well moulded; I did find that there were quite a few air
bubbles along the forward edge and especially around the forward wing tips but some cyano soon filled these.
Minimal sanding is needed before you can get to work by joining the two large sections. The wing tips have a
slight 5mm dihedral at their tips but there was still a gap that needed to be filled on the upper join. Cyano and
activator again here with nail sanders and buffers used to restore the surface.

Exactly the same approach is used as for the lower wing to create the locating holes for struts and rigging
wires/turnbuckles.

Moving on... Ailerons...
Helpfully most of the excess moulding block has been removed, leaving just traces of excess resin to sand off.
When offering up the separate ailerons to the rear of the upper wings I spotted a couple of things. Firstly that
the inboard rib line on the aileron doesn’t match up with the one on the upper wing – it’s moulded slightly
outboard. To be honest I’ve no idea if this is accurate or not but I am not about to start moving that fine
moulding – it stays as is! Secondly the aileron is slightly wider than the main wing section but this is easily
corrected by gentle sanding once each part is attached firmly to the wing.

Some final sanding and buffing and the now one-piece upper wing section and struts / undercarriage parts are
sprayed with Tamiya Light Grey.

Just ahead of that I noticed that on the upper surfaces of the lower wing, about 1in (20mm) outboard of the
wing join there are two prominent gaps – one on each wing. Again, I can’t see from the few pics I have if they
should be there but I wanted to reduce their appearance and used Mr Surfacer 1200 liquid filler. Simply
applied with the back of an old paint brush handle and in about 30 mins is ready for a quick sand with a
sponge buffer – job done.

You can see from the pics that I have just sprayed the Light Grey slightly more in the curved areas between the
moulded ribs. This should help the final metallic Silver Dope effect when that is ghosted on in thin layers quite
soon – getting interesting this one now...

Painting...

You can see that the grey is on the rest of the airframe now and this needs to be polished in preparation for
the ‘silver’ to come. First off I use a sponge buffer and this takes off any uneven areas; I keep an old duster for
the second job and a good buffing with this removes any dust and grey paint residue.

During this buffing I spotted a hairline gap that needed a small amount of filling in the top wing and after some
cyano is used, set and sanded back I sprayed the affected section to get it to the same point as the rest of the
wing.

Metallic areas...

The forward area of the airframe seems to be metal on the real Siskin – logical as it has to take the engine,
guns and cockpit. From the very few black and white photos I have seen it seems to be a light grey-buff colour
and RLM 02 slightly darkened looks like a good match. You can see I have used Hobby Colour H-70 matt paint
for this, with a little black added, although the flash has washed the colour out a bit in the pic!

Small templates...

The real aircraft has some high-shine panels either side of the forward fuselage and I am making templates for
these here from masking tape. These will lay on some metal foil I have to create panels that I plan to stick
straight onto the fuselage and should look quite good later – we’ll see!

Main ‘silver’ paint...

The base colour is Alclad2 Dark Aluminium; the logic here is that as it is slightly darker than straight Aluminium
it should provide a good base, onto which I will highlight the ribbed areas using Aluminium later. You can see
the initial effect here and I’m quite pleased as a slightly mottled, textured look is building. A long way to go,
but the highlights as described next and then the decals – looking forward to that with the huge roundels!

Masking...

The anti-glare panel is masked off with Tamiya tape leaving the internal fabric areas clear for the Alclad Dark
Aluminium to come. The Alclad sprays beautifully and soon covers the target area so that when the tape is
removed after a light buffing with a soft cloth (use your finger only in the duster to make sure you don’t rip off
any of that PE!).

Decals...

Wow! You just have to love those enormous roundels don’t you? They are placed on top of the wings and,
unusually, on the underside of the upper wing – mainly I guess so that they could more easily be seen as the
lower wing is very narrow and larger roundels could be used if placed beneath the huge upper wing. Thee
decals generally went down very well but the first markings to be applied were those huge upper wing
roundels. Despite having buffed the Alclad and thought it was smooth enough it clearly wasn’t when the

roundels dried as several areas hadn’t settled down fully onto the surface (very annoying!). all I could do was
make some fine cuts in the decal and add loads of Micro Sol decal softening solution to try and get rid of them
when all was again dry they looked OK, but nowhere near as good as I would have liked, still, they’ll do.

Not to be caught out again I sprayed all remaining areas with Alclad Klear Kote Gloss (ALC-310); I definitely
recommend you use this varnish (or KK Semi-Matte 312 for the final effect) for all stages of the finishing
process as it doesn’t affect the metallic finish significantly.

You can see that the decals have now gone down very well, especially the huge under-wing serial codes, they
went on as well as you could hope for, no carrier film being visible at all – super stuff!

Rudder markings...

While applying the first rudder decal, I applied too much pressure and the rudder came off – the locating
points are very delicate and so you may decide the best option is to cut the kit items off and add replacement
pins using wire. This approach now worked well and I was able to reinstate the slight deflection on the rudder
to add a bit more interest to the aeroplane.

Prep for rigging...

The rigging on the Siskin Mk.IIIA isn’t too complex, but it is a little different in terms of exact location of the
anchor points. The instructions are just about ok but you need to take great care to make sure all your holes
you’ll need to drill for your chosen turnbuckles/anchor points are accurately aligned. I had decided to use
Bob’s Buckles for the main anchor points and then add Albion Alloys fine tube cut into small lengths through
which the rigging wire is threaded, tied and glued using cyano. I used 3lb monofil line for the main rigging
lines.

Fine wire for the rear fuselage/tailplane rigging.

You can see the small Bob’s Buckles anchoring the line in these images as well as the four cabane struts – all
attached to the upper wing.

I wasn’t happy about the unsightly fuselage join in the cockpit around the forward and rear sill. I’m sure that
this has a leather ‘cushion’ around it and this is faintly moulded on the kit parts but I decided to fix and bulk up

the cushion slightly by rolling small thin lengths of Blu-Tack and moulding them around the cockpit opening.
Once happy with my ‘sculpting’ I painted them Tamiya Red Brown (XF-64) that represents leather very well.

You need to think carefully about adding the final details to the forward upper fuselage about now; these
include the gun sight, windscreen, sighting scope, etc you won’t really be able to get at them once the upper
wing is attached.

Shiny metal panels!

Either side of the forward fuselage appear to be two panels that are much shinier than the remaining
airframe. I decided a good way to replicate these was to make some templates from Tamiya tape. Just place a
section of tape over the panels and using a sharp pencil mark the outline, remove and stick onto some fine
metal foil. Using sharp scissors I cut around the template, gently refined the corners using a fine nail buffer
and removed the tape.

Exhaust pipes...
I had painted these ages ago and now it’s time to attach them ahead of adding the upper wing. It’s very
frustrating that there aren’t location holes marked for the attachment points – I spent ages trying to measure
and line up where I thought they needed to go so that when the engine goes on and the two exhaust pipe
arrays that extend back from each cylinder go on, it all lines up correctly. My strong suggestion is that you get
all this measuring and marking done and drill the long exhaust pipe holes much earlier in construction. You’ll
remember that engine I detailed up a long time ago? Well it was far too delicate to stand much faffing around
now, so take heed! As I have the long pipe in the photo here it is set about 1.5mm too far back and should be
located forward that much than you see here.

That huge upper wing goes on!

At last... the main upper wing can be attached to the cabane and outer main wing struts; I found the wing
attached quite well, although make sure, whatever you do that you get the outer main wing struts around the
right way. Cyano glue and Tamiya tape holds everything in place for 24 hours while the glue dries – double,
triple checking to make sure all lines up to your satisfaction. I had a lot of faffing around trying to get
everything lined up, but got there in the end. When dry the end result is very secure and stable.

Tie off your rigging wires...

The lines are tied off and the buckles straightened out so that they are tensioned in the right direction to the
rigging lines but the lines themselves are slightly slack. I will apply the gentle heat treatment later to tighten
each one up as a final part of the build and once that undercarriage is on.

Final assembly and undercarriage...
To be honest, looking at the undercarriage assembly it is pretty complex and has some fine cross-bracing rods
running front to back that didn’t look too strong. Helpfully though SW has added a metal strengthening rod
within the main undercarriage parts and this adds greatly to the overall stability of the model, but it still looks
quite delicate. For that reason I didn’t want to attach the landing gear assembly earlier in construction (like
Julian did on the Hart). I’m glad that I made this judgement call because the aircraft wing assembly is very
sturdy, allowing you to work unhindered on the u/c assembly while your model is inverted. Again, I had to
make some adjustments here and there, the main one being to add replacement brass rods that connect the
forward wheel unit to the rear leg assembly. The resin kit items seemed too short and using brass
replacements also added much needed strength to the model. While your model is upside down you can add
the two small propeller-driven units that sit beneath the forward fuselage.

Aerial lines...

I used thin fishing line for these.

Coloured Nav lights...
These are nicely moulded by SW but what you don’t need is the Carpet Monster raiding your workbench for
one that will leave you needing to scratchbuild two new ones! Enough said...

Wooden prop...

Interesting this as from the accompanying photo the wood grain effect seems to be very fine, unlike some
other aircraft that have a very distinct ‘broad-line’ laminated and polished pattern? For that reason I decided
to spray the spinner red, as per the instructions and then mask that off, along with the metal leading edge
strips and paint the Tamiya Buff (XF-57) base colour. When dry and using a broad flat brush Ra Umber oil paint
is drawn across the surface to create a fine wood grain effect. Again, when ‘dry’ (about 24 hours), semi-gloss
varnish is sprayed over the whole prop. The metal leading edge strips are painted in Citadel Colour Bolt Gun
Metal.

Summary...
Well, we got there at last! It’s fair to say that the delay in completing this build is down to various delays at my
end and I won’t bore you with those. As far as this project goes though this is one for more advanced
modellers. The resin parts generally fit well, are well tooled and the whole thing goes together so that the final
model looks good – I’m pleased with it. Inclusion of PE for the small parts improves finesse and the addition of
metal bracing supports on some of the resin pieces is a major improvement and very welcomes. The white in
the decals is a bit too translucent for me and SW could usefully offer that feedback to the decal manufacturer.
The instructions are the weakest part of the package for me and finding and including a few images of the real
aircraft would make all the difference because you wouldn’t waste so much time trying to guess where some
of the parts actually locate. Having said this, I love the quirkiness of the subject which is why I agreed to take
this project on in the first place and you certainly will get a very ‘different’ looking model at the end. If you
fancy immersing yourself in a great model project you could do a lot worse than take this one on!
Recommended

Geoff Coughlin

SMN Quick summary

Star rating out of 5

Quality of moulding

****

Accuracy

****

Instructions

**

Decals

***

Subject choice

****

Build enjoyment (for BN only)

***

Overall

****

